Title word cross-reference

(2 + 1) [1026]. (2, 2) [460]. 1
[1304, 1000, 1225, 1155, 832, 1289, 1006, 1437, 932, 880, 1745, 1037]. 1:1 [851]. 2
[1304, 1741, 1003, 1391, 1475, 1289, 858, 994, 1411, 1570]. 2 × 2 [1557, 857]. 3
[1528, 1225, 1522, 1034, 1645, 1457, 542, 1074, 1289, 1042, 1285, 1388, 1036, 1440, 1022, 505].
Ai(x) [166]. C∞ [935]. EC′ [493]. G′∞ [832].
I_1 [1336]. I_4 [1336]. I_6 [1336]. J_ν (t) [165].
J_ν (t). I_ν (t) [165]. J_ν (t) [165]. L^2
[1361, 954, 1745]. λ [1543, 477]. m [1611].
m > -1 [292]. R^N [1134, 1138]. K̃_L [1542].
m → +∞ [228]. N
[882, 1493, 545, 1451, 790, 1075, 1332]. V_0

-analogue [64]. -boundedness [763].
-convexity [1437]. -critical [1745]. -D
[1304, 542]. -dimensional [1075, 1026].
-Junctions [48]. -Laplacian [1286].
-methods [1069]. -mode [545]. -order
[832]. -part [790]. -peakon [1493].
-polynomial [89, 145]. -resonant [851].
-stability [954, 1542, 763]. -Sylvester
[1549]. -Symmetries [1543, 935]. -torus
[1451].

1 [1312]. 107 [1133].
Approximating [1764, 143]. arc
[1764, 143]. arc-length [143]. area [1712]. areas [1139]. argument [166, 324, 575].
[1365, 1346]. articulated [105]. artificial [1785, 1006]. aspect [304, 1150]. aspects [1746, 184]. assembly [1359]. Assessment
[412]. assigned [1038]. assignment [14]. assist [912]. associated
[1169, 664, 944, 651, 1766, 222, 330, 382]. asymmetric [1678, 369]. Asymptotic
[1741, 1640, 486, 1384, 1563, 678, 1775, 767, 1665, 1314, 1264, 1656]. asynchronous
[1688]. Atanacković [63]. atmosphere
[21, 697]. atmospheres [1180]. Atmospheric [303]. atomic [1020].
Attenuation [215]. attitude [1377]. attraction [1452]. attraction-repulsion
[1452]. attractor [1475]. attractors [1476, 1804, 845]. audio [1240].
autocatalator [506]. autocatalysis [858]. autocatalytic [521, 441, 532, 579, 614, 846, 471, 496, 547, 896]. autocatalytic-type
autoregressive [1631]. Autosoliton [669]. Averaged [1474, 491]. averaging
axially [1732, 879, 436]. Axisymmetric [429, 563, 276, 658, 814, 1040, 1078, 489, 1509, 211, 1327, 1559, 28]. azimuthal [1338].


boundary
[586, 1374, 39, 556, 1233, 1013, 915, 237, 865, 773, 399, 374, 1486, 81, 163, 382, 343, 1566, 1632, 1444, 275, 147, 751, 1709, 1756, 359, 682, 1494, 383, 459, 1045, 1455].

Boussinesq [1805, 620, 1030, 906, 1533, 767].

Boussinesq-type [906].

Bragg [1497].

Brezis [1117].

bridge [1435, 398, 662, 1447, 758].

bridges [1599].

brief [1161].

Brinkman [994, 1641, 404].

broad [1486].

broadband [1551].

Brownian [1583, 501].

Broyden [1382].

Bubble [1579, 367, 1015, 1596, 1001].

bubbles [1579, 1220, 1661, 372, 1302, 1710].

bubbly [1037].

Buckling [774, 11, 877, 1097, 826, 827, 1129, 1101, 1130].

Buffer [1752].

bulging [1105].

bulging/necking [1105].

Bulk [6, 15, 1227, 1495, 525].

Bulk-Reacting [6, 15].

Bulkley [560, 465].

buoyancy [1291, 582].

buoyancy-driven [1291].

burden [1604].

Burgers [337, 1197, 1111, 518, 933].

buried [1409, 1399].

Burton [1034].

business [611, 1323].

BV [1295].

BVP [469].

BZ [1059, 1254].

C [522, 724, 728].

C-symmetries [728].

cables [201, 1599].

Cahn [703, 333, 243, 1729, 1506, 1373].

Cahn-like [1506].

cake [564].

calculate [78].

calculation [240, 443].

calculations [148].

Calibration [727, 880].

Camassa [1214, 1493].

cancer [1683].

canned [673].

Canonical [1310].

cap [1674].

capacitance [159].

capacities [1415].

capacitor [1300].

capacity [46, 323, 1800, 39, 283].

Capillaries [120].

Capillary [1398, 867, 807, 182, 849, 1681, 1226, 592, 439, 972, 1119, 525].

capillary-gravity [439].

capital [1323].

caps [748].

car [1677, 730].

carbon [317, 1281, 1629, 509, 539, 1392].

carbon-climate [1392].

carbon-coated [539].

cardiac [1431].

Cardiovascular [1225].

carrier [1402].

carry[1415].

case [112, 1670, 1707, 311].

catalysed [982].

catalyst [941].

catalytic [830].

catalyzed [1173].

cathode [170].

Cauchy [1739, 73, 1280, 281, 702, 884, 1027, 530, 835, 1064, 1397].

Cauchy-Stefan [73].

caused [1209, 376].

cavitations [1037].

cavities [196, 1318, 1727].

cavity [1261, 408, 214, 1020, 1756].

celebrating [1329].

cell [1118, 883, 1262, 1325, 1477, 941, 1600].

cells [656, 1314, 2088, 372].

cellular [981].

cellulosic [435, 455].

center [1522].

central [836].

Centre [1639, 124].

centred [718].

centres [1536].

ceramic [1261, 539, 601, 679].

ceramics [707].

Certain [89, 145, 791, 901, 695, 1285].

627, gust 1508.

hyperbolic-parabolic [1206].
hyperbolicity [1450]. hyperelastic [720, 1101]. hypergeometric [431].
hypersingular [691]. hypocoeercivity [1692]. hypocoercivity [1692].
hypoexponential [431]. hypothesis [1635, 229].
hysterisis [1636, 325, 1511]. hysteresis-controlled [1511].

Liquid [1435, 1697, 1561, 1607, 1188, 1471, 1517, 912, 1650, 1634, 592, 549, 1160, 724, 1166, 1579, 1440, 1185, 872, 1172, 1205, 1742, 837, 867, 634, 1268, 375, 1632, 709, 1165].

Liquid-bridge [1435]. liquid-gas [1165].

Living [656]. LMFBR [1087]. load [1342]. load-driven [1342].


Lobatto [878, 887]. Local [668, 553, 997, 82, 1491, 771, 624, 1459, 1364, 1487, 1030, 1014, 1537, 1088, 959, 1258, 1296, 1004, 1755, 1407, 686, 1082, 998, 1294, 1149].

Localised [877]. Localization [1732, 1459, 1731, 1564, 1377, 613].

Localized [1733, 1730, 1097, 1104, 1729, 1728, 1464, 1758, 1727, 1105, 1724, 1637, 1736, 827].


Logarithmically [1138]. Long [182, 1273, 453, 590, 1210, 1750, 361, 911, 1082, 1459, 1154, 1775, 951, 1590].

Long-time [453, 1210, 1750, 1082, 1459, 1775, 951].

Long-wave [1273, 361, 911].

Long-wavelength [590]. Longitudinal [1596, 587, 1710, 298]. Loss [342, 1553].

Losses [572, 289]. lossy [1377, 725]. Lotka [954, 1410, 1056, 1421].

Low [1399, 517, 649, 1384, 1457, 1289].

Low-frequency [1399, 517].

Low-Reynolds-number [1384].

Low-wave-number [300].

Lower [312, 340, 240, 991, 121, 1374, 1266].


Machining [199, 103, 260, 499]. macro [1178]. macro-scale [1178]. Macroscale [1424, 1569, 1540].

Macrophysics [1161, 1292, 1284]. made [658, 889].

Magnet [862]. Magnet [844, 1010, 1300].


Magnetohydrodynamic [207, 583, 1367]. magnetohydrodynamics [1084, 1317].

Magnetostatic [697]. magnetostatics [721].

Malaria [1352, 1406]. Mandelbrot [1332].


Material [629]. Materials [1739].

Mathematical [1340, 737, 1139, 794, 80, 738, 1500, 115, 1148, 296, 1518, 103, 1505, 1552, 830, 941, 1186, 358, 189, 1422, 1439, 125, 261, 1601, 883, 627, 1144, 1683, 621, 509, 202, 539, 1630, 1766, 1392, 1359, 957].


Marching [195]. Marginally [7].

Markov [1482, 1689, 769]. Markovian [1499].

Marketing [94].

Materials [1365, 1340, 178, 1354, 762, 1299, 513, 720, 822, 1171, 1612, 823, 481, 435, 455, 401, 1346, 578, 287].

Mathematical [1340, 737, 1139, 794, 80, 738, 1500, 115, 1148, 296, 1518, 103, 1505, 1552, 830, 941, 1186, 358, 189, 1422, 1439, 125, 261, 1601, 883, 627, 1144, 1683, 621, 509, 202, 539, 1630, 1766, 1392, 1359, 957].

Mathieu [250]. matrice [1413]. matrices [938, 127].

Matrix [234, 734, 1557, 1017, 1320, 1196, 1549, 323].

renewal [1, 37]. repeated [1339].
Repeating [30]. representation [668, 378, 1386, 1211, 203, 1332, 1766, 1408, 1394].
representations [165, 1570], republished [1107]. repulsion [1571, 1452]. reservoir [862]. residual [1028, 919, 825, 1526].
Resonances [91, 1791, 531, 104]. resonant [1658, 851, 251, 1706]. resonating [1113].
resonators [1445]. respect [165, 663]. response [1796, 853, 1714, 1236, 1312].
Review [23, 1161]. revisited [1531].
Reynolds [1606, 1384, 1200, 1248, 491, 45, 933, 977].
Reynolds-averaged [491]. rhombic [770].
Riesz [1018, 842, 751, 1393]. right [607].
right-circular [607]. rigid [1490, 1115, 870, 1384, 276, 1220, 1128, 827, 1625, 1632].
rigid-body [1128]. rigidity [174, 26].
rigidly [1742]. ring [899, 1736, 1302, 1020].
rings [454]. Rivlin [889]. rivulet [834].
rod-and-spring [424]. rod-annular [1555].
S [1091]. S-transform [1091]. S. [23].
saturated [1520]. saturation [903, 1175].
scale-tissue [1337]. scales [1627, 1497, 1251]. scanning [727, 880].
scattered [710]. scatterer [731].
Schlichting [582].
Schlichting/vortex [500]. Scholes [1535].
Schottky [1468]. Schrödinger [480, 936, 1269, 1560, 1755, 1745, 1502, 1575, 1709].
Schur [1545]. screen [538, 569, 1725].
section [196, 1593]. sectional [1712].
sections [201]. sector [1556, 1556]. sectors [820, 822]. sedentary [970]. sedimentation


utilization [934].
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